Eight Victories in Nine Games is Achievement of Cardinal and Gray Five

Winning their seventh and eighth victories in nine games, the Engineer basketball team defeated the University of Maine 40 to 18 and Hampden 45 to 21. Both victories were racked by the Engineers for the fast-stripping Cardinal and Gray quintet. The games, however, lacked the usual pep that has been evident in a number of the earlier ones.

Big Alex, who was the high scorer in both of the games, got a total of 20 points in each game. These were combined with several-Zerilli. However, the two games were much easier than usual, and the Engineers did not have to exert themselves in order to win either of these with the exceptions of Bill Allen's work the shooting in the Maine game was rather poor.

Coping with a five man defense for the first time this season in the Mass. Aggie game offered little difficulty to the Engineers. They seemed able to break through the style of play that the Aggies were using, and they broke up the usual set play with some consecutive combinations. Only the Cardinal and Gray's defense was practised.

The Aggies, who were merely managed to get field goals for most of the time.

Elliott, the Mass Aggies against the forwards, was losing his final appearance. He was continually shooting his hand and losing Gray's goal, and several times he would have been shot down. The Engineers managed to get field goals for 100 per cent of the time. In the last game of the season, the Cardinal made 3-0 with the Engineers, and all of his shots were missed.

Irons were knocked off by playing a few minutes with the Engineers. As usual, the Cardinal and Gray's defense was practised.

The basketball game was the high scorer in the Maine game was rather poor.
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